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The Township of North Dundas
Energy Conservation and Demand Management Plan
Introduction
The Township of North Dundas has developed this plan in accordance with Ontario Regulation
397/11 of the Green Energy Act. This regulation requires that the broader public sector, and
more specifically municipalities, report on the greenhouse gas emissions and energy
consumption annually. Further, it requires the development and implementation of five year
Conservation and Demand Management (CDM) plans commencing July 1st, 2014.

Goals and Objectives
Vision
The Township of North Dundas staff, Department Heads, and Council will make reasonable
efforts to comply with the nature and objectives of the Ontario Regulation 397/11 of the Green
Energy Act. The Township of North Dundas is committed to lowering energy consumption and
greenhouse gases through awareness and continuous improvement while keeping in mind any
factors that may arise throughout its duration.

Goals
The Township of North Dundas’ CDM plan is to work at lowering energy costs through energy
conservation as well as to lessen our environmental impact through lowering our Green House
Gas Emissions.
The Township of North Dundas will look at reducing energy usage by 4% every year over the
duration of this plan from 2014 to 2019 by focusing on the 2011 baseline1. The Township of
North Dundas’ energy consumption includes electricity and natural gas.

Objectives
The Township of North Dundas’ CDM plan will look at reducing energy consumption over the
course of 5 years by:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Working on achieving energy efficiency in all Township facilities.
Monitor and report to departments on energy consumption annually
Analyze energy costs for savings and;
Raise staff and council awareness around energy efficiency.

Current Energy Consumption Baseline
The Township of North Dundas reports its energy consumption and GHG emissions annually
using the Broader Public Sector Excel Template and in accordance with Ontario Regulation
397/11.
Energy Consumption and GHG emissions for 2011 have been reproduced and included (See
Appendix A) and will serve as a baseline for this plan.
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Our Action List
The Township of North Dundas has been updating facilities including rooftop AC/Heating units
and switching to newer, more efficient lighting throughout all of our buildings for the past 5
years and earlier. We are also in the midst of implementing an idle-free policy for Township
vehicles, we have within the past year replaced 10 computers at the administrative building
with newer, more energy efficient desktops. We are also encouraging those who have access to
lighting to turn it off within their offices when they are not in residence.
The Township of North Dundas will aim to reduce GHG Emissions and energy consumption by
continuing to implement practical and cost effective measures. Proposed measures will include
all Departments working together to identify ways to reduce energy consumption and GHG
Emissions, whether it is through technical, behavioral and or organizational initiatives.
The Township will prioritize the actions below based on ease of implementation.
Easy: requiring little effort
Medium: requiring intermediate or some effort
Difficult: requiring much effort or skill to accomplish, deal with, or understand
Description
Asset Disposal

Facility/Department
All Departments

Action
The Township of North Dundas will consider disposal of
underused assets (facilities) to reduce energy
consumption and costs.

Power
Management

All Departments

Ensuring staff are aware of internal energy savings
through turning off work stations and unused lighting
at end of day. Look into replacing light switches with
occupancy sensors in commonly used rooms such as the
washrooms, kitchen and photocopy room. Replace old
appliances with more energy efficient ones.
The Township of North Dundas is creating an anti-idling
policy for its staff and fleet vehicles. This policy will
aim to lower greenhouse gas emissions from fleet
vehicles and lower fuel consumption

Savings
TBD

Approx.
$200.00
per year

Fuel
Management

All Departments

Procurement

All Departments

Over the course of the CDM the Township will
investigate and potentially implement new, energy
saving policies and practices.

TBD

LED Streetlights

Public Works

The Township of North Dundas began replacing high
pressure sodium streetlights with LED streetlights in
early 2014. The Township will also be investigating
replacement of parking lot high pressure sodium lights
and converting to LED lighting.
The Township of North Dundas will be looking at
replacing the rooftop AC/Heating unit at the Joel
Steele Arena within the next 5 years.

Approx.
$50000.00
Per year

The Township of North Dundas will investigate energy
audits throughout all of its facilities that are in use 40
hours or more a week, starting with the oldest
buildings, to help identify and reduce energy usage.

TBD

AC/Heating
replacement

Recreation

Energy Audits

All Departments

Status
Difficult
In progress
Start – 2014
End – 2019
Easy
In Progress
Start – 2014
End -2019

TBD

TBD
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Easy
In Progress
Start – 2014
End - 2014
Easy
Not Started
Start – 2014
End – 2019
Difficult
In Progress
Start – 2014
End -2019
Medium
In Progress
Start – 2014
End - 2019
Difficult
Not Started
Start – 2014
End – 2019
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Implementation
Some projects have been started and will take the full 5 years to plan, implement
and realize with energy savings, while other plans will take a short time to
accomplish and will be started once budget has been approved.

Departmental Responsibilities
Each department will actively participate in assisting with lowering energy usage and
implementation of the actions listed above. Each department will also be responsible
for budgeting for the actions they are involved with, monitor results based on energy
data provided by support staff and will provide regular updates on the stages of each
action at regular Department Head meetings.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring
The Township of North Dundas, over the course of the 5 year CDM plan, will follow date
guidelines set out and will attempt to implement actions according to budgeted amounts. Each
Department will be in charge of establishing a budget for any action items within their
department.
During the course of the planning, implementation and execution budget and external factors
will be taken into consideration and the action may be altered to fit into a new budgeted
amount. As well, during the course of planning if new energy saving actions are found they will
be identified for future energy planning considerations.

Evaluation
The Township of North Dundas’ CDM plan will be reviewed and evaluated every 5 years in
accordance with Ontario Regulation 397/11. The next review will begin in January of 2019. This
CDM Plan has been approved by the Township of North Dundas’ Department Heads and Council
as of June 2014.

CDM Plan
As per Ontario Regulation 397/11 The Township of North Dundas will ensure the Broader Public
Sector (BPS) Excel Template for 2012 as well as the CDM Plan will be available to the public on
the Township of North Dundas’ website once the 2012 BPS Excel Template and CDM Plan have
been approved.
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